July 25, 2022

SUBJECT:

01A Lake in the Hills Airport  
Contract No. LK015  
Illinois Project Number: 3CK-4874  

08A Lansing Municipal Airport  
Contract No. LA045  
Illinois Project Number: IGQ-4941  

03A Tri-Township Airport  
Contract No. TR012  
Illinois Project Number: SFY-4894  

09A Dixon Municipal Airport  
Contract No. DI033  
Illinois Project Number: C73-4925  

04A Rantoul National Aviation Center  
Contract No. RA018  
Illinois Project Number: TIP-4959  

10A University of Illinois-Willard Airport  
Contract No. UN062  
Illinois Project Number: CMI-4793  

05A Jacksonville Municipal Airport  
Contract No. JA040  
Illinois Project Number: IJX-4880  

11A Waukegan National Airport  
Contract No. WA077  
Illinois Project Number: UGN-4974  

06A Jacksonville Municipal Airport  
Contract No. JA041  
Illinois Project Number: IJX-4937  

12A Mt. Vernon Outland Airport  
Contract No. MV067  
Illinois Project Number: MVN-4950  

07A Edgar County Airport  
Contract No. ED020  
Illinois Project Number: PRG-4968  

13A Mt. Vernon Outland Airport  
Contract No. MV068  
Illinois Project Number: MVN-4951  

NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS:

The following is an Addendum to the Proposal document for the above-mentioned projects on the August 5, 2022 letting.

To All Proposal Holders:

Add: ILLINOIS WORKS APPRENTICESHIP INITIATIVE – STATE FUNDED CONTRACTS (BDE)

Prime contractors must utilize the enclosed material when preparing their bid and must include any Schedule of Prices changes in their bidding proposal.

Questions on this addendum may be directed to Clayton Stambaugh, IDOT Division of Aeronautics, at 217.785.8481.
Illinois Works Jobs Program Act (30 ILCS 559/20-1 et seq.). For contracts having an awarded contract value of $500,000 or more, the Contractor shall comply with the Illinois Works Apprenticeship Initiative (30 ILCS 559/20-20 to 20-25) and all applicable administrative rules. The goal of the Illinois Apprenticeship Works Initiative is that apprentices will perform either 10% of the total labor hours actually worked in each prevailing wage classification or 10% of the estimated labor hours in each prevailing wage classification, whichever is less. The Contractor may seek from the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) a waiver or reduction of this goal in certain circumstances pursuant to 30 ILCS 559/20-20(b). The Contractor shall ensure compliance during the term of the contract and will be required to report on and certify its compliance. An apprentice use plan, apprentice hours, and a compliance certification shall be submitted to the Engineer on forms provided by the Department and/or DCEO.